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The crystal structure of a complement-1q family protein suggests
an evolutionary link to tumor necrosis factor
Lawrence Shapiro* and Philipp E. Scherer†

ACRP30 — adipocyte complement-related protein of
30 kDa or AdipoQ — is an abundant serum protein,
secreted exclusively from fat cells, which is implicated in
energy homeostasis and obesity [1,2]. ACRP30 is a close
homologue of the complement protein C1q, which is
involved in the recognition of microbial surfaces [3–5]
and antibody–antigen complexes [6,7] in the classical
pathway of complement. We have determined the crystal
structure of a homotrimeric fragment from ACRP30 at
2.1 Å resolution. The structure reveals an unexpected
homology to the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) family.
Identical folding topologies, key residue conservations,
and similarity of trimer interfaces and intron positions
firmly establish an evolutionary link between the TNF
and C1q families. We suggest that TNFs — which control
many aspects of inflammation, adaptive immunity,
apoptosis and energy homeostasis — arose by divergence
from a primordial recognition molecule of the innate
immune system. The evolutionary connection between
C1q-like proteins and TNFs illuminates the shared
functions of these two important groups of proteins.
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Results and discussion
C1q family proteins are characterized by a distinctive ‘glob-
ular domain’ of about 140 amino acids (the gC1q domain)
situated at the carboxyl terminus of a collagen ‘stalk’. They
often form a characteristic superstructure in which three
protomers trimerize to form a collagen triple helix, and
these trimers multimerize to form a ‘bouquet’ (Figure 1a)
[6]. Whereas C1q is composed of heterotrimeric subunits,
the subunits of ACRP30 are homotrimeric. C1q family
members can be expressed as soluble plasma proteins or
type II membrane-bound molecules [8]. TNFs are also
found in both of these forms [9]. TNFs are trimeric, and
although they do not have canonical collagenous regions,

they do have stalk regions that, like those of collagens, are
often rich in glycine and proline residues. We expressed as
a maltose-binding protein fusion a recombinant protein
corresponding to the globular domain (residues 111–247) of
ACRP30, which has a multimeric structure similar to C1q
[1,2,10]. Crystals of this domain were obtained that belong
to space group P61 (a = b = 112.3 Å, c = 71.6 Å), have one
trimer per asymmetric unit, and diffract to 2.1 Å Bragg
spacings. The structure was determined by multiple iso-
morphous replacement (MIR), and refined to a final R
value of 21.2% (free R value 27.6%) using all data to 2.1 Å
resolution (Figure 2, Table 1).

The structure reveals an asymmetrical trimer of β-sand-
wich protomers, each of which has a ten-strand jelly-roll
folding topology identical to TNFs (Figure 1c, [11,12]).
We infer from sequence homologies that this fold is
common to all C1q family proteins. The trimer (Figure 1c)
is bell-shaped, with a wide base; trimer contacts form pri-
marily through a cluster of hydrophobic interactions near
the base. The trimer interface near the apex is largely
hydrophilic, and contains many ordered water molecules.
These overall features are in common with TNF family
trimers [11,12]. The collagenous segments, not included
in the fragment studied here, would protrude from the
amino termini at the center of the trimer. The amino and
carboxyl termini are directly adjacent to one another, sug-
gesting that gC1q domains might assemble as either
amino-terminal or carboxy-terminal appendages to colla-
gen stalks, in the same way as C-type lectin domains do
[13]. C1q proteins with amino-terminal gC1q domains
have not, so far, been observed, however. The C-type
lectin domains, which also function in innate immunity,
have a C1q-like collagen-based superstructure, but have a
very different protein fold. This includes a ‘neck’ region
composed of a coiled coil of three α helices that accounts
for the major part of the trimer interface [14]; C-type
lectin domains lacking this neck region fail to trimerize. In
gC1q domains, the globular domain leads directly into the
Gly–X–Y (where X and Y are any amino acid) repeats of
the collagenous segment, with no intervening neck region.

The folding of collagen triple-helices is thought to nucleate
at the carboxyl terminus, where precise alignment of the
three polypeptide chains is generally established by a non-
collagenous trimerization region; in types VIII and X colla-
gen, these trimerization regions are related to gC1q
domains ([15] and references therein). The ACRP30 struc-
ture shows that gC1q domains form strong trimers stabilized
by a central hydrophobic interface (5324 Å2 buried surface
area, excluding water molecules), suggesting a structural
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basis for their role in collagen folding. These domains can
also function in molecular recognition. For example, C1q
binds through its head domains to a defined region within
the CH2 domain of antigen-bound immunoglobulin G
(IgG) molecules [16]. Chemical modification studies of C1q
have implicated two regions of the head domain in
immune-complex IgG binding [17]; these are in the C1qB-
chain (site 1, localized to residues 114–129) and in the A

and C chains (site 2, both around residue 160). Each of
these maps to the exterior of the trimer. Site 2 maps to the
beginning of the E strand or the DE loop. Site 1 encom-
passes a face of the molecule that runs from the meandering
A–A′ loop through the B′ strand, and is thus attractive as a
candidate binding surface. Remarkably, the analogous
regions of TNFs are directly involved in interaction with
their receptors (see Figure S1 in Supplementary material).
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Structure of the C1q family protein ACRP30 and relationship to TNFs.
(a) The quaternary structure of C1q proteins. Three protomers form a
collagen triple helix capped by a trimeric gC1q region. These trimers
oligomerize to form a ‘bouquet’. For C1q, the bouquet contains six
trimers, resulting in a complex of 18 polypeptide chains, whereas
ACRP30 appears to comprise four trimers. A portion corresponding to a
single trimeric head domain is boxed in red. (b) Ribbon diagram of an
isolated ACRP30 gC1q domain. The β-strand topology (labeled on
molecule 1, M1) is identical to that of TNFs, so we have adopted the
secondary structure nomenclature used for this family. Disordered loops
are drawn in green. The asymmetry of the ACRP30 trimer is illustrated by
comparison with M2, which shows the largest structural deviation from
M1 (M3, not shown, has a structure similar to M1). The most striking
difference is in the E-strand region; this secondary structure element
melts to become a loop (E*) in M2 which wraps around the outer edge
of its M1 partner as part of their trimer interface. B values for atoms in
the E strand are not markedly higher than for other atoms in the
structure. The substantial asymmetry of the ACRP30 trimer may relate to
asymmetry of C1q which has three related but distinct chains, C1qA, B,
and C. (c) Ribbon diagram of the ACRP30 gC1q domain trimer, and

comparison with the TNFα trimer. The amino terminus of each ACRP30
protomer is labeled. The collagen stalks, not present in the molecule
used in this study, would protrude from these amino termini. The three-
fold axis is non-crystallographic, and considerable structural differences
are observed between the subunits of the ACRP30 trimer. (d) Stereo
view of superposition of Cα traces from ACRP30 (white) and CD40L
(green, from PDB entry 1ALY). Forty-eight pairs of corresponding Cα
atoms have an r.m.s. displacement of 0.78 Å. This level of structural
similarity is on a par with that between different TNFs; for example, TNFα
and CD40L superpose such that 65 pairs of corresponding Cα atoms
have an r.m.s. displacement of 0.71 Å. Some of the hydrophobic core
side chains that are matched in the structure-based sequence alignment
are shown. The corresponding side chains take on remarkably similar
orientations and thus conserve the overall packing of the cores in the
two molecules. (e) Structure-based sequence alignment between TNFs
and the gC1q domains from ACRP30 and C1q [29]. Residues that are
identical in all five proteins are shaded red, and those that are conserved
in four out of the five are shaded light blue. The β-strand regions are
indicated for ACRP30 by green arrows above the alignment, and below
the alignment in dark blue for CD40L.



We superposed the ACRP30 structure on the three known
structures of molecules from the TNF family, TNFα,
TNFβ and CD40 ligand (CD40L), and used the superposi-
tions (Figure 1d and Figure S2 in Supplementary material)
to generate structure-based sequence alignments
(Figure 1e). Each of the ten β strands of ACRP30 can be
simultaneously superposed with the ten β strands of each
TNF; the relative positions and lengths of these β strands
are almost identical between ACRP30 and the TNFs. Four
residues are conserved throughout both the C1q and TNF
families: Tyr161, Gly159, Phe237, and Leu242 (ACRP30
numbering). Each of these residues is important in the
packing of the protomer’s hydrophobic core. The structures
of the hydrophobic cores of gC1q domains and TNFs are
similar; side chains in analogous positions often have
similar orientations (Figure 1d). TNF and C1q proteins
also have similar gene structures: the globular domains of
TNFs [18] (with a single exception) and gC1q proteins [19]
are each encoded entirely within one exon, and introns in
both families are restricted to the respective amino-termi-
nal stalk regions. These data suggest that these two groups
of proteins arose by divergence from a common precursor
molecule, and establish a C1q/TNF molecular superfamily.

Proteins of the TNF and C1q families share many func-
tional similarities, which can now be examined in the light
of their apparent evolutionary connection. Both groups of

proteins appear to play major roles in immunity as well as in
energy homeostasis. Archetypal TNFs involved in immu-
nity include CD40L, TNFα and FAS ligand (FASL) [9].
CD40L knockout mice are defective in antibody class-
switching, and lack all immunoglobulins except IgM in the
T-dependent humoral immune response [20]. Curiously,
C1q knockout mice also exhibit defects in class-switching
(A.J. Cutler, M. Botto, K.A. Davies, D. Gray, M.J. Walport,
presented at the IVth International Workshop on C1 and
Collectins, 1997) suggesting that these structurally related
molecules may play similar roles. TNFs have mono-specific
receptors (TNFRs) [21], which are characterized by a dis-
tinctive cysteine-repeat motif in their extracellular domains,
and apparently arose by co-evolution of the receptor–ligand
pairs. All well-characterized TNFRs signal by induced
trimerization on binding of trimeric ligands, an uncommon
mechanism of signal transduction. C1q has often been
implicated in signalling processes, but the search for recep-
tors for C1q family proteins, such as ACRP30, has proved
problematic. The conserved trimeric structure of C1q-like
proteins suggests that they might also signal through
TNFR-like receptors. The highly multimeric superstruc-
ture of C1q family proteins could provide a powerful means
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Figure 2

Representative electron density. (a) Experimental MIR/solvent-flattened
map computed with structure factors from 8.0 to 2.4 Å Bragg spacings.
(b) Electron density map calculated with 2|Fo|–|Fc| coefficients and model
phases from 8.0 to 2.1 Å resolution. Each map is contoured at 1.0σ.
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Table 1

(a) Diffraction data

Derivative dmin Wavelength Number of Completeness Rmerge
(Å) (Å) reflections (%) (%)*

Native 2.1 0.9841 28656 93.6 9.1 (19.9)
K2IrCl6 2.1 0.9841 54777† 92.7 5.8 (15.7)
HgOAc 2.9 1.5418 2758 95.6 5.8 (13.7)

(b) MIR analysis (15–2.4Å)

K2IrCl6 HgOAc 

Riso(I) 0.152 0.316
RCullis acentric 0.90 0.67

centric 0.84 0.63
Phasing power: acentric 0.5 1.3

centric 0.4 1.1

3485 reflections; 89.6% complete
MIR 〈m〉 = 0.346
DM 〈m〉 = 0.704
18180 reflections; 90.1% complete

(c) Refinement and model

Resolution (Å) 8–2.1
R value 0.212
Free R value 0.276
Number reflections 27888
Number total atoms 3132
Protein atoms 2742
Water molecules 390
R.m.s. bond (Å) 0.012 
R.m.s. angle (°) 1.899
Average B factor (Å2) 22.8

*Numbers in parentheses give the Rmerge in the highest-resolution 0.1 Å
shell. †Bijvoet mates were treated as inequivalent for the K2IrCl6 data.
Heavy atom positions of the derivatives were found by inspection of
Patterson maps and subsequent difference Fourier analysis.



for signal transduction through high-valency receptor clus-
tering, even from a single ligand molecule.

Like many complement proteins, TNFα is produced in
response to infection and effects multiple responses, includ-
ing inflammation, cell proliferation and cell death [9]. TNFα
also regulates the expression levels of some downstream
components of the complement system [22,23] and plays a
role in energy homeostasis [24,25] where it is implicated in
cachexia, obesity and insulin resistance. It is also a major
secretory product of adipocytes [24]. Similar activities have
been observed for C1q family proteins: ACRP30 is made
exclusively in adipocytes, and its expression is dysregulated
in various forms of obesity [2]. ACRP30 secretion is acutely
stimulated by insulin [1] and repressed by chronically ele-
vated levels of insulin (P.E.S., unpublished observations).
Another C1q-like molecule, the Hib27 protein from Siberian
chipmunks, also seems to be involved in energy homeosta-
sis, as its expression is specifically extinguished during hiber-
nation [26]. Functional connection between adipose tissue
and immunity has been noted before: adipocytes secrete
high levels of complement factors C3 and B, and provide the
unique site of synthesis for complement factor D [27]. 

FASL activates signalling through FAS, which controls
apoptosis in the immune system and other cells [28]. FAS
signalling provides a selection mechanism in cellular
immunity, and also provides a means of killing cells
infected by intracellular pathogens through apoptosis.
Like other TNFs, FASL may have arisen from a precursor
that functioned as a recognition molecule in innate immu-
nity, much like C1q. This suggests that TNFs, which
control many aspects of adaptive immunity, may have
arisen by divergence from the recognition molecules of
the ancient innate immune system.

Supplementary material
Full methodological detail and figures showing a superposition of Cα
traces from ACRP30 and TNFα, and a comparison of putative binding
surfaces of C1q and TNF family members, are available with the inter-
net version of this paper.
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Materials and methods
Protein expression and crystallization
A fragment corresponding to residues 111–247 of mouse ACRP30 was
expressed as a maltose-binding protein fusion in Escherichia coli using
the pMal-c2 vector (New England Biolabs). Cultures were grown at
30°C, and the fusion protein was isolated by affinity chromatography of
the soluble clarified lysate on immobilized amylose. After digestion with
factor Xa, the ACRP30 fragment was isolated by ion-exchange chro-
matography on a mono-Q column, and concentrated to 20 mg/ml. Crys-
tals were grown by the hanging-drop method by mixing equal volumes of
protein and a well solution containing 1.8% PEG 4000 and 0.1 M bis-
Tris, pH 6.0, at 4°C. These crystals belong to space group P61 with
a = b = 112.3 Å, c = 71.6 Å, with typical dimensions 60 × 60 × 200 µm.
Crystals were cryoprotected by soaking in the well solution supplemented
with 15% and then 30% glycerol for 2 min each, and then freezing the
crystals, mounted in an ethylon loop, in a cold nitrogen stream at –110°C.

Crystallography
Native and K2IrCl6 derivative data were collected on Fuji image plates at
beam-line X4A at Brookhaven National Laboratory with the energy tuned
to the Selenium K-edge, and the HgOAc derivative was collected on an

R-Axis IV detector with a CuKα X-ray source (Table 1). All data was
reduced using DENZO and SCALEPACK (HKL Research). Heavy atom
positions were found by inspection of Patterson maps and subsequent
difference Fourier analysis. The HgOAc and K2IrCl6 derivatives each have
three sites, with one overlapping between the two. MIR phasing calcula-
tions were performed with MLPHARE, and phase extension by solvent
flattening and histogram matching (from 4.8 to 2.4 Å over 300 cycles)
with DM. MLPHARE and DM are part of the CCP4 suite of programs
[S1]. All density calculations and refinement were performed with X-
PLOR [S2], molecular superpositions with INSIGHT (Biosym Technolo-
gies), and all structure figures were made with the program SETOR [S3].
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Supplementary material

Figure S1

Comparison between putative binding surfaces of proteins from the
C1q and TNF families. The complex [S4] between lymphotoxin (LT, or
TNFβ) and the ectodomain of the 55 kDa TNF receptor (in yellow) is
shown on the left. Molecular surfaces of the subunits (m1, m2, and
m3) of the TNFβ trimer are colored in blue, cyan, and white (mostly
obscured). The receptor binds in a groove formed between two
protomers of the trimer. Although three receptors bind symmetrically,
for the sake of clarity, only one is shown. The surface formed by the
A–A’ loop and A’ strand of one molecule (m3) is colored magenta, and
the surface from the DE loop and E-strand of m1 is colored red.
Together, these regions form a major part of the receptor-binding

surface of TNFβ. Remarkably, the same molecular regions of C1q have
been implicated in IgG binding [17]. Analogous pictures, with the
same color scheme, are shown for the C1q-like ACRP30 structure, in
the grooves formed between m1 and m3, and m1 and m2. These
grooves differ substantially because of the alternate conformation of
the E-strand and DE loop adopted by m2 (see Figure 1d), and suggest
the likelihood of substantial flexibility in ligand or receptor binding.
Some of the loops at the top of m2 and m3 are disordered and
therefore not drawn, leading to an appearance in this picture which is
artificially shortened. 



S2 Supplementary material

Figure S2

Comparison between ACRP30 and TNFα. Superposition of Cα traces
from ACRP30 (white) and TNFα (green, from PDB entry 1TNFA). Fifty
pairs of corresponding Cα atoms have an r.m.s. displacement of
0.78 Å. This is representative of the structural similarities between
ACRP30 and the members of the TNF family of known structure
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